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Design

Mitre Guest Seating, from the Mitre Collection, continues Gary Lee Partner’s 

vision of timeless, elegant design.  The intent of the collection was to develop 

a product where the ornamental aspect of each member is stripped down  

to the pure essence of its form and function.  Mitre Guest chairs possess a 

timeless quality where simplicity, proportion and attention to detail ensure 

the longevity of the design statement.

Mitre is available with an upholstered or wood back in 100% FSC Certified  

ash or beech and a full range of standard or custom finishes.

Finishes available on MItre

Mitre is available with a fabric back or partial height solid horizontal wood 

back.  The wood frame is available in beech or ash in Halcon wood finishes.

Available on and Beech:

 NA11S4 Natural (clear coat)

 BE10S4 Light Steamed Beech

 CH11S4 Light Cherry

 CH16S4 Natural Amber Cherry

 CH21S4 Medium Dark Cherry

 CH22S4 Medium Light Cherry

 CH23S4 Golden Cherry

 MA10S4 Light Maple

 MA12S4 Pearwood Maple

 MA16S4 Natural Sun Maple

 MH10S4 Light Mahogany

Available on Ash:

 NA11S4 Natural (clear coat)

 WO23N2 Wheat Oak

 WO24N2 Sage Oak

 WO25N2 Coffee Oak

 RO65N2 Dark Red Oak

FSC Certified

Mitre Guest Chair frames are 100% FSC Certified. 

Special Finishes and Treatments

Custom Wood Finishes: add $400 list per order.
Custom finishes may extend delivery time by 15 days. Counter samples 

of custom finishes will be provided at no charge; extended delivery may be 

necessary pending customer approval of sample.

Halcon Covergard Stain Repellant:

Add $7 list per yard.
Applied after furniture is upholstered, with extra saturation and care  

given to vulnerable areas such as arms, backs and seats. Covergard precludes 

delays and transit charges associated with off-site alternatives.

Fire Resistance:

Seating can be manufactured to conform to any specific fire code: please 

specify on purchase order. Reference here is made to furniture construction 

only and does not pertain to fabric.

California Fire Code (#117) is available on request at no additional charge. 

California (#133), New Jersey and New York Port Authority compliance is avail-

able. Add $56 list per fabric yard.

Halcon reserves the option of using either FIRERETARD foam or FIRE-

GUARD barrier. Changing foams may alter feel and visual appearance. 

Cartoning and Crating

Cartoning is included in prices. Prices for domestic or export crating are avail-

able on request.
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Placing an Order
Please confirm that you have gathered all required information prior 
to placing your order. Specify all items by their product number, along  
with the quantity, finish color, tagging information and all other 
specifications necessary to fully define your order. If your project has a 
HALCON Quote Number, it must be referenced on your purchase order 
to ensure timely order processing. Purchase orders should be submitted 
electronically to halcon@halconfurniture.com.

Prices & Terms
All prices are list, freight prepaid, FOB Stewartville, Minnesota. 
HALCON pricing includes packing for North American shipment. Prices 
do not include crating, storage, shipping, delivery, installation or 
taxes. Payment terms based on credit approval and project scope.  
HALCON reserves the right to make changes to price without prior notice.

Order Acknowledgment
All orders and subsequent change orders must be in writing. HALCON 
will issue a written acknowledgment; customers should verify the 
acknowledgment for accuracy. The acknowledgment is the final agreement 
between HALCON and the customer. The price list identifies the information 
that must be noted on the purchase order. Any omission may result in the 
delay of processing your order. All quotations, acknowledgments, and 
invoices are subject to corrections for errors or omissions.

Changes & Cancellations
Requests for changes or cancellations of acknowledged orders must 
be made in writing and will only be approved by mutual agreement. 
A minimum 25% change/cancellation charge will apply.

Freight Terms
All merchandise is shipped FOB factory, Stewartville, Minnesota. All 
shipments are made according to the purchaser’s instructions, or what 
in HALCON’s judgment is the best way if instructions are not received, 
and at the purchaser’s risk. All orders are acknowledged with an 
approximate shipping date. Shipping charges are prepaid (within the 
continental United States).

Claims
HALCON is not responsible for damage to merchandise which occurs 
in transit or Storage. It is the customer’s responsibility to examine 
furniture upon receipt and note any damage in transit on the carrier’s 
delivery receipt. The carrier should be notified by the buyer to  
inspect the merchandise, and file a claim immediately. If visible 
damage is not apparent, sign the delivery receipt ‘NO VISIBLE DAMAGE’.  
This will allow recourse for a concealed damage claim. 

Deliveries
All orders are acknowledged with an approximate shipping date.  
HALCON’s liability ends when the carrier issues a receipt to HALCON 
Corporation, which is an acknowledgment by transportation company 
that the shipment has been received by the freight company in good 
condition.  

Visible Damage
All visible damage or any shortages must be noted on the carrier receipt 
and signed by the delivering driver. Do not sign the receipt until the 
visual inspection is complete at the time of delivery.

Repair Authorization
Prior written approval is required for repairs of merchandise charged  to 
HALCON. Failure to do so will result in customer funded repairs.

Concealed Damage
All cartons must be opened and inspected prior to signing the bill of 
lading. Damage which is not apparent until merchandise is unpacked, 
will only be recognized if HALCON is contacted within 72 hours of receipt 
of goods. Any claims against HALCON for defects, errors or shortages 
must be made by the customer in writing within 72 hours of the delivery 
date. Failure of the customer to make any claim against HALCON within 
the 72 hour period shall constitute acceptance of the merchandise and a 
waiver of defects, errors or shortages. Damaged freight cannot be refused 
by the consignee (buyer). Request an immediate inspection. Keep all 
packing materials pending inspection. Do not move merchandise from 
the receiving area

Storage
If shipment of completed merchandise is postponed by the customer, 
HALCON reserves the right to transfer the merchandise to Storage, all 
at the customer’s risk and expense. Such transfer to Storage shall be 
deemed delivery to the customer for all purposes, including invoicing. 

Warranty 
HALCON merchandise is manufactured in accordance with the highest 
standards of design and manufacture, and is warranted to be free from 
defects in material and workmanship for a period of ten years from date of 
delivery (with the exception of electronic and communication components 
which are warranted for one year), under normal use and under conditions 
for which the product was designed. Electric height-adjustable desks are 
warranted for five years while pneumatic height-adjustable desks are 
warranted for two years. During this warranty period, HALCON will repair, or 
at its own option, replace, such merchandise as shall prove to be defective.  
This warranty applies only to the original purchaser. The warranty 
does not apply to damage resulting from accident, alteration, misuse, 
tampering, negligence or abuse. Warranty does not extend to personal 
or residential purchases. Fabrics are in no way warranted by HALCON. 
This warranty does not extend to color, grain, or texture of 
natural materials such as wood, marble or leather, because of naturally 
occurring variations. HALCON does not warrant matching of color 
grain or texture, except as specified in the order confirmation. All 
other warranties (including any warranty of merchantability or fitness 
for any particular purpose) are hereby excluded. The foregoing shall 
constitute HALCON’s sole warranty and exclusive remedy of customer. 
HALCON shall not be liable for loss of time, inconvenience, commercial 
loss, or incidental or consequential damages.

Wall Mounted Cabinets
All wall mounted cabinets and shelves include a separate wall cleat that  
is sized to support the cabinet but does not include wall cleat attachment 
hardware. The structural capacity of the support wall and the anchoring 
of the cleat to the wall are beyond the control and expertise of HALCON. 
It is, therefore, understood by all parties involved that it is 
the responsibility of the buyer, owner and/or installer to consult with 
the building owner, architect, interior designer, structural engineer 
and/or contractor to ensure that the supporting wall structure and 
cleat attachment method will support the size and weight of the specific 
cabinet selected from the HALCON price list. 

Miscellaneous
All products shown in the HALCON catalog are, and remain, the property 
of HALCON, and HALCON reserves the exclusive right to manufacture the 
models shown. All dimensions and weights shown are to be considered 
approximate. HALCON reserves the right to make changes in dimensions, 
design and/or construction without prior notice.
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Guest Seating 
Upholstered Guest Chair

MTO02 
Upholstered Back

Width:  19"

Depth:  19"

Height:  32 1/8"

Seat height:  18 1/2"

Arm height:  25" at back

Arm height: 25 3/4" at front

COM  (1 Yard) 1030 list

COL  (18 sq ft) 1133 list

MTO03 
Wood Back

Width:  19"

Depth:  19"

Height:  32 1/8"

Seat height:  18 1/2"

Arm height:  25" at back 

Arm height: 25 3/4" at front

COM  (1/2 Yard)* 957    list

COL  (18 sq ft)* 1053 list

* If only ordering one wood back chair, a full yard of material must be purchased.

Wood Back Guest Chair


